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REVIEW

Review of “The New Program in Teaching Piano” by
Hoda Sabry
Raniah Khorshed
Faculty of Music Education, Helwan University, Egypt

Abstract
This review is introducing the only existing and pioneering book of piano pedagogy in Egypt and the Arab World by
Egyptian piano professor Dr. Hoda Sabry. The New Program in Teaching Piano, 1975, is one result of Dr. Sabry’s
dissertation, The Adaptation of Class Piano Methods as Used in the United States of America for the use in the Egyptian
Educational System, Indiana University Bloomington, 1965.
The review begins by introducing the book, and who is the composer of the book, academically and personally. Then
a general overview of the book is introduced, to be assisted by different types of illustrations. Finally, in the end, the
reviewer deduces several aspects related to the uniqueness of the book, hoping that it will get proper acknowledgment
in the local and regional piano pedagogy scene. For the teachers around the world, a detailed table of the contents and
objectives of the book is included in an appendix.
Keywords: Hoda Sabry, Egyptian piano pedagogy, Piano, Women pedagogues

Introduction
The New Program in Teaching Piano composed
and published in 1975 by Dr. Hoda Sabry
(Sabry, H., 2022), is reﬂecting a unique learning
experience as it is the ﬁrst piano pedagogy book
composed by an Egyptian/Arab. The piano
literature, supplementary, and method books in
Egypt are rich with many transcribed Egyptian
folk and pop songs. However, Sabry's book,
The New Program in Teaching Piano stands out to
be the only ﬁnished piano pedagogy book in
the Arab World. It is tailored for beginner
children and adults, developing an understanding of music theory and interpretation in
Arabic, as well as reading skills in both, treble
and bass clef.

The ﬁrst volume of The New Program in
Teaching Piano is a series of originally composed
exercises by her, organized in a pedagogical
manner for the beginner students, assisted with
a pictorial and textual illustration. The book
supports1 teaching piano by Egyptian teachers,
especially beginning teachers in their early careers. In addition, it encourages parents with
basic music knowledge to learn and work with
their children. The book introduces the left
hand and bass clef in many creative ways. The
simple yet joyful illustration adds an element of
comfort and encouragement. Brining all the
unique and positive qualities of the book in one
place makes it easy to read and comprehend
the points.
It is important to notice that textual illustrations are mostly written for the teacher. This is
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1
You can imagine how this book was a revolutionary step in 1975. Still, it is outstanding now as the kind of books currently
spreading are only new Western books on learning piano.
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Fig. 1. The cover of the book.

a unique feature, as most piano pedagogy
books give some guidelines for the student, and
most of the time no sufﬁcient explanation to the
teacher.
Dr. Hoda Sabry is an Egyptian pioneer in
music literature and piano pedagogy. She is a
distinguished professor at the Faculty of Music
Education - Helwan University (FME-HU).
Born and raised in Cairo, she received her
Bachelor of Arts in Music Education in 1955
from FME-HU (H. Sarbry's colleagues, 2022).
Dr. Sabry holds a Master's and a Ph.D. in Piano
Pedagogy from Indiana University Bloomington. She is the ﬁrst Egyptian scholar to be
awarded her doctorate from the States. Her
dissertation title was: The Adaptation of Class
Piano Methods as Used in the United States of
America for the use in the Egyptian Educational
System"(Sabry, Hoda 1965). After her return to
Cairo, she began working on composing the
book and converting her dissertation scientiﬁc
work into an attractive book for the teacher and
the student. She prepared a ﬁve-volume book,
but only got to publish the ﬁrst volume (Sabry,
H., 2022).
As the chair of the Performance Department
and former chair of the National Tenure Committee in Music, Dr. Sabry is well-loved and
celebrated by her students and colleagues. She
has supervised a large number of groundbreaking theses in the world of music pedagogy
(H. Sarbry's colleagues, 2022).

2

These are the three top music learning institutions in Egypt.

Historically, piano teachers in Egypt were
foreigners. Sabry is one of the ﬁrst generations
who graduated from FME-HU as a piano
teacher. She is keen to bring her experience to
young teachers, especially with some guidelines to teach group piano (class piano), as a
new approach will encourage fast learning and
support the increased number of university
students. Even her book is composed for private teaching, yet it is part of beginners piano
repertoire books in FME-HU, Cairo Conservatory, and the Higher Institute of Arabic Music.2
The book cover is simple and green (Fig. no.
1), and the book begins with a preface where
Sabry is talking about the ﬁrst steps in teaching
piano, this includes the proper piano posture, a
joyous new approach to making the ﬁrst sounds
on the instrument, an introduction to the black
and white keys and their correlation, the half
step versus the whole step, the proper ﬁngering
and proper movement and turns on the
keyboard. All while promoting the enjoyment
of playing solos and duets (Sabry, Hoda 1975).
This review is shedding the light on this
important book, that will help the global reader
to understand the modern/western approach to
the Egyptian piano pedagogy systems. This
might inﬂuence the spreading of Sabry's music
internationally, even though the guidelines and
instructions in the book are in Arabic. Thus,
this review will end with extensive explanations
of the book's progressive gradual content that
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Fig. 2. A Screenshot of the Page of the lesson “The Tamed Kitten”.

any piano teacher can use as a map to teach
from it. The review consists of an introduction
to the book and the pedagogue, then an overview of the book assisted with scanned pictures
of the book is presented, then a discussion of
the pedagogy and philosophy of Sabry supported by extracted tables from the appendix is
given followed by the conclusion section, and
ending with an appendix done and designed by
the author of the review.
Book overview
To better understand the complex content of
the book, Sabry's 56 lessons are not to be taught
in 56 sessions. Mostly each lesson has an
element of sight-reading technique, musicianship, and creativity. The teacher must pace each
lesson according to the sub-components of the
lesson and the ability of the student.
Sabry wrote some technical exercises as she
saw technique as a vital step in learning piano.
Her method in implementing those was based
on imitating the teacher, which contributed
from an early point to the student's ear training
formation and development. These exercises
were assigned numbers, and according to her
instructions to the teacher, they must be practiced in order. Fig. no. 2 gives you an idea of
how these were part of one of the lessons.
It is common to ﬁnd more than one version of
a speciﬁc exercise number used in different

lessons and sometimes with modiﬁed instructions (Fig. 3).
The author of this review took the time to
include all lessons in the appendix as the are
progressive in nature and not repetitive, so the
reader and the teacher could understand the
nature and the great effort Sabry did in this
book.
This reviewer divides the content of the
book into 3 sections. Section 1 is a preface that
demonstrates, for the teacher, the main objectives of Dr. Sabry of putting pedagogical
materials, incorporating group piano learning,
the importance of piano technique, developing an appreciation of piano literature,
nurturing creativity, and improvisation, and
developing solid sight-reading. Section two
consists of four lessons mainly establishing
principles of playing the piano and taught by
imitating the teacher and singing. Section
three consists of composed and arranged 52
short pieces.
In total, the book has 56 lessons. She assigned
several objectives to each lesson. The reviewer
summarized these objectives in each lesson by
gluing them into main/general categories such
as technique, musicianship, improvisation …
etc. Table no. 1 illustrates how this is working in
lesson 1.
You can fully access all the lessons at the end
of the review (appendix).
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Fig. 3. A screenshot of the page of the lesson “The Fun Duck”.
Table 1. The Components of the 1st lesson.

Discussion
The book is unique as it serves as a handbook
of instructions to the piano teachers (private
piano teachers mainly), as they are responsible
for teaching the child not just piano, but solfeggio, ear training, music appreciation,
Table 2. An Overview of 2nd lesson Objectives.

improvisation, and simple composition. Therefore, most of the guidelines are to open the students’ creativity and imagination in gradual
steps from the initial point of putting his/her
hand on the keyboard just by using the ﬁnger
numbers in learning, e.g. lesson 2 (Table no. 2).
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Table 3. Overview of lessons 16 & 17 objectives.

Table 4. Overview of lesson 24.

Therefore, the review presents in the appendix the book in 5 different bundles, each one is
assigned a different color.3 The ﬁrst bundle
refers to the preliminary four lessons, bundle

two is for pieces that establish counting and
alternating with both hands (lessons 5e8),
bundle three is about sight-reading more
gradual complicated techniques and characters

Fig. 4. Illustration of animals: Hippo.

3

This is based on the experience of the author of this review as a piano professor and how she did understand the ﬂow of Dr. Sabry's book.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of animals: Monkey.

Fig. 6. : Illustration of animals: Dove.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of Listen and Obey.

(lessons 9e40), while bundle four is about
playing harmonic intervals, and chords (lessons
41e54), and the last bundle is about playing
duets (lessons 53 & 56).

There are some pieces, as referred by Sabry,
which are inspired and arranged by folk, classical, and popular tunes, e.g., lesson no 7, The
Fun Ducks, is from the famous song: Old

Fig. 8. Illustration of Beehive.
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Macdonald's, lesson no. 12, Let's have Fun, is
based on Haydn's famous Surprise Symphony,
and no. 36, Picnic on the River Nile is on German
folk tune.
Sabry has attributed certain exercises in the
coordination of the two hands that are not
common in beginners’ repertoire. For example,
to alternate between the two hands” in a proper
tempo and correct rhythm, lessons no. 16 & 17,
(Table no. 3). The second spot is when playing
the C scale between the two hands, ﬁve ﬁngers
in LH, followed by three ﬁngers from the RH,
and vice versa, lesson 2, (Table no. 4).
The methods applied in the book aim to
establish an independent student that can acquire the information and self-critique to
improve and apply what is gained in playing
the instrument. The type of musicianship achieved is comprehensive, which ﬂourishes the
teacher's creativity, who can improvise,
compose, as well as teaching, besides a student
who develops aural skills gradually in various
learning styles to acquire transposition,
improvisation, composition, singing, deep
listening, and music appreciation skills. For
developing piano technique, Sabry concentrated on good posture, ﬂexible ﬁngers, and
free arm motion. The technique exercises were
always ahead of the lesson, e.g. lesson no. 7. In
addition, building pianistic idioms of independent hands and various accompaniment ﬁgures
in various scales and textures, e.g. counterpountal texture in lesson 38, broken chord
accompaniment in lessons 45 & 55, playing
chords vertically; in lesson 42, and ﬁnally
playing and reading duets as the last lessons.
Sabry also introduces the technique exercises
mostly by ear ﬁrst and lets the student imitate
the teacher, then after the student gets it by
playing it, singing it, and listening to it, the
score is presented in a friendly, yet pianistic,
format. The title of each lesson after the ﬁrst
four is inspiring the style and character of each
piece, and engaging the student's imagination
gradually. The students, who are children in

4

most cases, will have friends from the animal
kingdom to help them ﬁgure out the style in
their heads and hearts before their hand skills
develop. Many fun animals are presented, the
hippo (Fig. 4), the monkey (Fig. 5), the dove
(Fig. 6),… etc. Many ethical and social4 values
also are presented: discipline: lesson 25 (Fig. 7),
and lesson 35 (Fig. 8).
One ﬁnal addition to this book is that it is
designed originally for class piano,5 which makes
it the ﬁrst book in Egypt and the Arab World on
group piano.6 As Sabry based her book upon her
doctoral dissertation and course work done in
Indiana University Bloomington, this book develops the student thoroughly to be a unique
individual inside a group, to listen, critique, and
communicate with their peers in a friendly
musical, and safe environment. One day Sabry's
book/s will be acknowledged and applied more
widely, as she is a pioneer in her ﬁeld.
Conclusion
The author recommends this book to be widely
used for native Arabic-speaking children, to gain
from such varied learning styles that suit private
individual or group piano lessons. Students will
enjoy the illustrations and can color them, and
they will have a natural response to the Arabic
title and its invocation of expression and style. In
addition, this book will lead to the make of a
cohesive musical piano player that will be able to
sight-read, improvise, and to compose. This
book supports the attentive teacher, who can
plan each lesson in proper sessions, and make it
fun by adding improvisation of their own to
engage the student/s.
The author also recommends this book to
travel internationally to other students and
overcome language obstacles by looking at the
provided appendix in this review.
More research can be generated from Egyptian piano pedagogue Hoda Sabry. Hopefully
soon the other four volumes of her book will
see the light.

Even though the book is a product of its time (mid 70th), the teacher can still twist some of the values to adapt them for current students.
The author met with several of her FME-HU students who were taught in this way. They recall that her ofﬁce had three stand pianos, and 3
students set on each piano, playing the pieces together and helping each other. All liked this method and had such a fun time learning not only the
pieces of the book, but other items of their piano program.
6
In the preface of the book, Sabry explains how the teacher can use the book for class piano and the beneﬁts of such a method.
5
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Appendix no. 1 Overview of lessons and
objectives in “The New Program in Teaching
Piano” by Hoda Sabry.
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The reviewer added here the word Preliminary to distinguish between the technique exercises used in the ﬁrst four lessons and the
following lessons, to make it easier for the reader to follow the table. Please note, that the ﬁrst four lessons are mainly textual gaudiness
to the teacher and the student is imitating the teacher without sight reading yet.
8
Dr. Sabry, assigned numbers to the songs in the ﬁrst four lessons, unlike the next group of lessons. Therefore, the reviewer will point
out the title of the songs of the later lessons in the table.
9
Transposition of the C major song, with changing the text to suit G major.
7
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